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Your Life Path is 5
Your Compatibility with the 1 Life Path The compatibility of these two numbers is just about as good
as it gets. Never a danger of boredom, complacency, or emptiness in the relationships and believe
me, it’ll have heads turning and people whispering, ‘how do they do it year after year?’ Like wind and
fire, the personality traits in this combination can both create and destroy, but the one and five feed
on each other and respect each other’s powers. They are like a blacksmith and his anvil, and when
they set out side-by-side to fulfill their goals, and dreams, nothing can withstand their combined forces.
Your Compatibility with the 2 Life Path My dear 5, might I suggest choosing friendship over love with this
combo? There is a discordance here that is hard to get around. Think fire and water. In a controlled
environment, each of them serve a purpose, but when they occupy the same space, one is going to
destroy the other. The fire makes the water evaporate, or the water will kill the fire. IF you choose to
pursue this combo, the directive is very simple: don’t get in each other’s way. And you guessed it: you
are the fire.
Your Compatibility with the 3 Life Path One word: YUM!! Compatible, intelligent, full-loving and really,
you just get each other. This match has the potential to last a lifetime if you can both share the spot
light which is so natural for you to be in. The secret in your yummy sauce is to attend to the little
things head-on with consistency. More easily said than done, for your 3 Lover tends to shy away from
mundane tasks and conversations that just need to happen, but for you Dear 5 it’s worth your effort.
Go into this relationship with excitement, for the potential is just that: exciting. Also go in knowing this
ONE thing is what is needed to be address for your ultimate success. Dig into both your charts more
deeply to learn about the magic of this union.
Your Compatibility with the 4 Life Path Well my Dear 5, do I say back out now, or later? You are a bit
prone to the unexpected and changes which might bump heads with your 4 Lovers penchant towards
routine and structure. The numbers four and five stand for each other’s polar opposites in many ways,
and initially, this is where the initial attraction lies. Your 5 energy is drawn to the control and discipline
of your 4 partner, while conversely, the 4 energy is drawn to the daring and adventurous energy of
your fabulous 5 energy. Truly, the only way this combination can survive is if your mutual love is strong
enough to give each other room to live the life style of your respective choices. Knowing where other
4 and 5 energies in both of your charts will potentially balance out this relationship to a nice ‘even-keel’
and smooth running machine.
Your Compatibility with the 5 Life Path This is a promising combination if both of you can just be yourself.
You have much in common and all the ingredients are there for a long and happy and probably funfilled relationship. The 5 Life Path is very loyal, once committed to a relationship even though neither
one of you likes to be tied down in any way. Sensual and liking new and exciting experiences, sharp
and quick witted, the two of you together just get each other on a telepathic level and have the
potential to ‘boldly go where no man has gone before’. However, there is a catch here Dear 5 and
it’s this: you both can wander to the darker side of the 5 energy, which can fall into over-excessive
behaviors with food, sex and recreational drugs. In order to prevent a slow slide into a lifestyle that
could eventually be quite difficult to get out of, you must be absolutely honest and use a healthy dose
of self-criticism and self-evaluation.
Your Compatibility with the 6 Life Path It is interesting to note that when the 5 and 6 meet, there is an
initial distrust that must be overcome because both energies present themselves to the world in very
different ways. There is very little in common and rarely does this number combination reach out to
bridge the gap. With that said, if an attraction is there it will first initially be focused on the physical and
sensual and will remain so throughout the duration of the relationship. The challenge in this relationship
is a social one for the 5 and 6 operate on very different levels. Let’s just say that you Dear 5 like the pub,
while your 6 lover prefers the home. Keeping this in mind, you must both offer each other a lifestyle that
is in harmony with what you want for yourself.

Your Compatibility with the 7 Life Path Not only is this one of the best combinations for long-lasting
relationships, but it is also a merging of archetypes that promises mental and spiritual growth for both
of you. You both fulfill each other’s needs in many ways, but particularly on the intellectual and spiritual
planes. This is one of those partnerships that are larger and more promising than the sum of their parts.
You, Dear 5 have a quick and flexible mind spiced with a wicked, offbeat sense of humor. Your 7 Lover
is also powerful in this regard, but operates on a more serious level connected to the higher realms of
consciousness and this is where misunderstandings can arise. Both of you process life in different ways,
so it is important for you Dear 5 to give your 7 the freedom to express this to you without shutting them
down. A very simple word must be used constantly by you both and it is this: respect. Frequently
partnerships based on this combination are intellectually and spiritually dynamic and last for a very
long time.
Your Compatibility with the 8 Life Path This coupling needs some very clear definitions of roles that are
far, far apart (and different) if it is going to work in a harmonious and stable way. This combination
works better in business than it does in the bedroom, but that doesn’t mean all is lost. As I said, there are
rules and those rules will keep this relationship alive, and healthy. As long as you don’t try to influence
each other, as long as you don’t try to tell your partner how to behave or what to consider a priority,
everything is fine. Make a stab at changing your partner and trouble will certainly be the result (this will
always be interpreted as nagging, and no one likes a nag). This could be a tall order for both of you,
as your 5 energy needs freedom of expression and your 8 lover is focused on structure and reaching
the ‘bigger goal’ and for your 8, there is always a bigger goal – always. Dig deeper into both charts
to bridge the gap.
Your Compatibility with the 9 Life Path There is very little this combination have in common, in fact
there is no common ground at all. If we view these numbers as pure archetypes based on personalities
of the cardinal numbers, you will never see a 5 and the 9 huddled together, laughing and talking and
sharing jokes. In fact, keeping any conversation going is challenging at best. Like oil and water, the
five and the nine won’t, and don’t mix. With that said, if you are in a committed relationship with a 9
Life Path’r, this indicates strong compatibilities in other areas of both your charts which has sustained
this relationship. If you are serious at giving this coupling a go, I strongly recommend one thing: respect
the fact that you see and experience your Life calling differently.
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